
WINTER 2009 SURVEY RESULTS 
 
 
Did you like the sampler format?  
 Yes: 4 
 No: 3 
 N.A.: 5 
 - It was Ok. It was encouraging to buy series that I liked, let me know what was out there 
 - It was fine – I have no preference, sampler vs continuous. Both have advantages  
 
 
What format would you like to see? (samplers, mix of samplers and continuing series, 
continuing series only etc   

- Mixed –each show containing some samplers, some continuous 
- Mix 
- A mix would be nice 
- More mecha!! Samplers and movies/1 continuous series 
- Mix of samplers and continuing series 
- I personally would prefer 1 continuing series, and a mix of samplers. 
- primarily continuing series, with some samplers 
- continuing series 
- mix of samplers and continuing series 
- mix of both 
- continuing series, maybe 1 sample per show 
- mix/Some of both 

 
 
Do you own any Region 1 (North American) DVDs that you'd be willing to lend to the club 
in a future term? If so, please list them   

- "The Irresponsible Captain Tylor" (full series); "Astro Boy" (80s version, full series) 
"Spirited Away" "Nausicaa" "Howl's Moving Castle" 

- I do have Speed Grapher which I'm willing to lend. that's it though. 
- SDF Macross, Infinite Ryvius, Scryed, Slayers Try, Giant Robo, Char’s 

Counterattack, Megazone 23 
- FMP (disks 1-5,7), Inuyasha (box set 1)  

 
Series suggestions (please list up to 5, licensed and released series)   

- Infinite Ryvius 
- Avatar 
- Kujibiki Unbalance, Oh My Goddess TV. 
- Honey & Clover, Last Exile, 
- ah my goddess tv series 
- "Saiunkoko Monogatari" (I believe Geneon has the license for Canada) 
- X Hidemari Sketch .hack//roots FFU 

 



Where/when would you like to activities? (ie during shows, during meetings, as its own 
event, etc)   

- Not ML311!! 
- Both 
- Lunches/dinners 
- Meeting and own 
- I would like to see some activities as their own events, as well as incorporated into 

meetings and shows. 
- Shows 
- as its own event 
- during shows, as its own event. 
- I think i'd prefer during shows, but as its own event might be better for some of them. 

Events during meetings I think should be something that's simple and fun, to 
encourage new members to keep coming. Other than that I think it would take time 
away from the meetings. 

- Not interested. 
 
Did you like our events? What type of events/activities would you like to see in the future?   

- Ye’s is nice 
- More gundams, more prizes 
- Any event, where there is an excuse to talk to other club members is good 
- Some of them; sushi, karaoke; too many anime “geek” events, I don’t know much 

trivia and anime songs for those types of events to be “fun” 
- didn't attend 

 
If you didn't attend our events, why not?   

- I had very little time to attend, and Mondays were strictly homework days 
- I had an extremely heavy term homework-wise 
- not interested 
- Busy, sick, uninterested 
- I wasn't in the city. 
- Busy during the Con. 

 
Would you consider helping out with the club in a future term? If so, how?   

- Yup; do you need a volunteer to fetch-and-carry? 
- No 
- Perhaps 
- Yes, but I don't know how much time I would have, so it varies, really. 
- No time. 
- Yes, volunteering, running for execs 
- Probably, setup, doors 
- Not so much 
- Yes, poster run help 
- If there are not enough, yes 
- Maybe, if I have time 

 



How did you think the term went?   
- Excellent 
- Soso 
- A bit chaotic 
- Meh…average 
- Okay; access to DVDs seems to have been a problem 
- Alright 
- I didn't show to enough events to really answer that. 
- I didn't get to come to much because of my homework load 
- badly, more planning was needed as well as participation by more exec members 
- Could have been better, could have been worse 
- Didn't like the format. Attendance looks down. Too many laptop lights made 

enjoying the show hard. One Friday show the exec. wouldn't shut up during the whole 
show. Funny conmments are one thing, but gabbing loudly about something other 
than the show another 

 
What would you like to see from us next term?  

- More social events would be nice. 
- No oppinion, as I'll be away on co-op! 
- actually showing the scheduled shows an effort by the exec to keep people from 

talking when anime is being shown 
- earlier more useful survey. less infighting. 
- Not sure how this term was, but I'd like to see more stand-off-ish shows like Kyle's 

weekly shows or YT 
- A well advertised blend of continuing series, so we have a reason for showing up 

 
Any other comments or suggestions?   

- Thumbs up for the queen! Erm.... I mean Pres! 
- Update the website. It is stuck at the end of February. The show schedule click goes 

to last fall's shows. This is the second time this term I've sent notice about this. 
- Mo for VP!! 


